LE ANFORE

Hotel Restaurant
Villasimius, Island of Sardinia, Italy

Le Anfore Hotel Restaurant is located in Southern Sardinia, a few hundred metres from the village of Villasimius with its great beaches and Marine Park.
The property occupies more then 3,5 hectares, the half of it being occupied by the restaurant, the hotel, the garden, the pool and the parking area.
Family run since 2001, Le Anfore Hotel restaurant proudly offers to its guests:
- A renowned restaurant (300 seats - indoor hall, veranda, garden) ranked among the best of the area (specialties: seafood, traditional Sardinian recipes)
- A main building where the restaurant and the 8 rooms with balcony are located
- A wide and beautiful Mediterranean Garden including large parking area (more then 15 covered parking places and many more outdoor)
- A brand new Swimming Pool (opened July 2015)
- 12 brand new rooms with patio located directly in the garden, many of them with view on the swimming pool (opened July 2015).

LE ANFORE RESTAURANT
Open from Easter to November for lunch and dinner, Le Anfore is run by the Cogoni Family, restaurant managers since three generations!
Very popular among the locals since its opening, it has a great reputation also on the main ‘reviews’ sites as one of the finest restaurants of Villasimius.
Guests can seat in the indoor hall, in the veranda or by the garden.
The restaurant serves seafood and traditional Sardinian recipes. Service is formal and extremely professional, always appreciated by the guests.
The guests of the hotel can have half board or full board at the restaurant, and they can choose from the daily menu with meat and seafood alternatives.
The Le Anfore restaurant is also available for events and corporate lunches (max 200 seats in the indoor hall and 250 in the veranda and garden area).

LE ANFORE - THE SWIMMING POOL AND THE GARDEN
Inaugurated in July 2015, the swimming pool is located in the middle of the beautiful Mediterranean Garden of Le Anfore.
The pool is provided with a section for babies, and decorated with three beautiful jars, in order to respect the name of the hotel (Anfora = Jar)
The guests of Le Anfore also enjoy sun umbrellas and deck-chairs.
The wide Mediterranean garden it’s a gem of bushes, typical trees like olives, oaks and carob trees.
In every single moment of the year some plants or trees are blossoming, and the scents of the Mediterranean vegetation together with the bright colours of the lawn offer to our guests the sensation of relax and deep contact with Sardinian Nature.

LE ANFORE HOTEL - DOUBLE ROOMS WITH BALCONY
The 8 Double rooms with Balcony are located on the first floor of Le Anfore main building.
Provided with private balcony, they overlook the hotel Garden or the nearby colourful hills, with the scents of Mediterranean Bush.

LE ANFORE HOTEL - DOUBLE ROOMS WITH BALCONY
All rooms are provided with private bathroom with shower, air conditioning/heating, writing desk, wardrobe, flat screen TV, classic Sardinian Furniture.
On some rooms it is possible to add a baby cot or a third bed for a kid or an adult.

LE ANFORE HOTEL - DOUBLE ROOMS WITH PATIO
The 12 Double rooms with Patio, built in 2015, are located in the very heart of the Mediterranean Garden.
Grouped as in a little village, they are disposed as in the traditional Sardo-Roman Domus, with an old Olive tree in middle and the patios facing the
garden. Wood, granite and local stone add an authentic Sardinian touch to these representative rooms.

LE ANFORE HOTEL - DOUBLE ROOMS WITH PATIO
Covered with wooden cover, decorated with the colours of light green or blue, provided with excellent domotic system, double rooms with patio are
provided with modern bathroom, large shower, air conditioning and heating.
Some rooms face directly the swimming pool.
On request in some rooms it is possible to add acot or a third bed for akid or an adult.

